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Viktor Nilsson

A positive, problem-solving frontend developer with 6 years of experience. Believes that

good communication and well-working teams is the foundation for great applications.

Passionated about automating things and building interesting and well-working

applications for the end-user. Experiences include technologies like React, Redux,

Typescript, Emotion, SASS, Node, and also iOS development.

Company history

tretton37 (2018-2021)

Avalon Innovation (2017-2018)

Cybercom (2014-2016)

Kjell & Co (2011-2014)

Side projects
I'm mainly self-taught and I have

always enjoyed side projects to

learn and to explore business

opportunities. If you are curious and

want to get to know me better, you

can �nd my side projects at

https://vnil.se/side-projects

Global Dialysis Company - Senior Frontend
Developer
Sep 2019 - Feb 2021



I was involved in quite a few projects at this company, but mainly building on a web

application that the nurses use during dialysis treatments. Before, this was done by �lling

in a form and inputting it into the system later after the treatment. Now it's done directly

on the tablet and values are read from the machine when possible to speed up and

decrease human errors.

React Redux Redux toolkit Typescript Emotion SASS Webpack

Octopus Git Redux Toolkit Gitlab Figma Storybook

Modelling Software Company - Frontend
Developer
Sep 2018 - May 2019

I helped out with a frontend application for building and simulating complex systems

directly in the browser, which otherwise usually is done in desktop applications. This was

a challenging domain but very rewarding to work with and many lessons learned.

React Typescript canvas Github THREE.js

Major German transportation company - iOS
Developer
May 2018 - Aug 2018

I worked on an iOS app that would try to replace many of the existing transportation apps

in Germany and unify this into one, with timetable, automatic ticket purchasing, etc. I

was only involved at the very early stages of this app.

Xcode Swift RxSwift JIRA



International Shipping and Logistic Company -
Frontend developer
Jan 2018 - May 2018

I worked on a brand new website for this company where we used a headless CMS,

Contentful, as well as AWS as the cloud provider to support the frontend. We mainly

developed new components that the content creators later could use to build pages

directly in Contentful.

React Redux Contentful AWS Node Lambda JIRA

Recycling Service - Frontend Developer
2017

I was a frontend lead in a small team building a platform for a recycling service company

to help them organize and structure their clients and relationships, as well as invoices,

etc. The goal was to help the client move away from using Excel as their primary data

manager to a more sophisticated web application.

React Redux SASS

Global Furniture Company - Frontend
Developer
Aug 2015 - Aug 2016

I was a frontend developer in a team of 5 frontend developers working closely with UX

designers and test to build a con�gurator where the user can create their own

personalized sofa. The most exciting challenge in this project was to learn, understand,

and write the code needed for the low-level 3D handling.

Angular 1.x Grunt HTML JavaScript LESS Pixi.JS JIRA



Swedish Cinema Company - iOS Developer
2015

As an app developer in a small team, I helped to refactor and improve SF Bio’s app as well

as adding new features to it. Knowing how many people were using the app made this

an exciting project to work on.

Xcode Objective-C JIRA

Facility System Provider - Frontend Developer
2015

I was a frontend developer in a small team where we developed an advanced entry

phone system that we integrated with their visitor management system. Seeing how the

whole chain of events and services worked perfectly together, in the end, was very

ful�lling.

Angular 1.x Grunt HTML JavaScript LESS

Swedish Cinema Company - iOS Developer
2014

As the sole iOS developer, I created the iOS version of a framework/application that helps

blind people enjoy going to the cinema. The application listens to the sound of the movie

and synchronized a story-like sound �le to be played along with the movie and explain

things that a blind person would miss. Going to the cinema and actually see it working

was fantastic. The framework was later used by other app developers to develop their

own unique apps.

Xcode Swift Objective-C Audible Magic JIRA


